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SUMMER 2017                             THE OFFICIAL CLAY ARTS GUILD NEWSLETTER

KILN’ TIME

INSIDE THIS ISSUE
Read an interview of

KRISTIN
LANDOWSKI

The Studio’s new Ceramics 
Instructor on page 3

CAG UPDATES 
Change in donations policy
You may have noticed that the 
donation cart has been removed 
from the studio. At our Board 
Meeting on Wednesday April 12, 
the CAG donation policy was 
changed. CAG members will no 
longer be required to donate two 
nice ceramic pieces per year.  
The policy has been difficult to 
enforce and there have been 
pricing and selling issues.  CAG 
will continue to collect unclaimed 
work (both glazed and bisque) and 
periodically sell this work at “pop-
up” sales. Unclaimed work will be 
immediately boxed for storage 
until enough has accumulated for 
a sale.  We will also continue to 
maintain the “CAG For Sale Shelf” 
near the library for walk-in sales.  

Empty Bowls Project 
The recent newsletter directed 
members to place bowls on the 
donation cart. Since the donation 
cart is gone, place your bowl 
donation on the CAG Shelving 
near the Library door. Bette 
has cleared out the two bottom 
shelves. Please include a note.  

Sign-up boards will be up by July 1 for this “BLOW OUT” sale. In ad-
dition to our usual inventory, the sale will focus on “overstocks and 
seconds” and there will be no minimum price for items. By doing this, 
we will hopefully give all of you a chance to clean out your boxes and 
shelves. This sale will not compete with the big Shadelands Holiday 
Sale in December.

Pat Alger, chairing the sale once again (thank you, Pat!), tells us 
that there will be the normal table space available for artists, with the 
shelves around the sides of the studio available for “overflow” that 
can be used by everyone.

She says that the committee – headed up by Carol Wallis and 
Jackie Gerry – is working hard to improve the advertising for this 
sale.  Postcards (see below) will be mailed out by the end of July 
and will be available to artists for distribution to friends and posting 
in local businesses.

Bring this Postcard to enter in a Door Prize Drawing each day!

CLAYARTSGUILD
END of the SUMMER

SALE
FRIDAY, AUGUST 25

SATURDAY, AUGUST 26
SUNDAY, AUGUST 27

STUDIO E • CIVIC PARK
1313 CIVIC DRIVE • WALNUT CREEK

BLO W OUT

END of the SUMMER
STUDIO SALE

AUGUST 25 ~ 27
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Kiln’ Time 
Newsletter

Published 5 or 6 times a year

Editor ~ Kate Chenok
Please submit all articles to Kate

wccagnews@gmail.com

Visit our website:
www.clayartsguild.com

See the latest Kiln’ Times 
in full color!

MEMBERS 
of the BOARD

Message from the CAG Prez...

Beryl

President: Beryl Snyder
cag_president@clayartsguild.com
Vice President: Bette Sindzinski 
 bettesindzinski@hotmail.com
Financial Officer: Robert Hall 

zenmakyo@mac.com
Secretary: Robin Moore

robinamoore@sbcglobal.net
Past President: Robert Savre

rsavre@yahoo.com
Membership: Ann Henderson

annadele@comcast.net
Librarian: Aletha Biederman-Weins 

alethajuanita@gmail.com
Publicity: Maryanne Sullivan 

claydame@comcast.net
Hospitality: Kathy Minard 
kathy4cag@pacbell.net; 
Monitors: Bridget Moar

bridgetcag@sbcglobal.net
Newsletter Editor: Kate Chenok

wccagnews@gmail.com
Layout Editor: Mary Leigh Miller

mlmiller602@gmail.com
Curator: Olga Jusidman

olga43@gmail.com
Membership Liaison: 

Linda Bandrowski
 L.bandrowski@att.net
Data Base Manager: 

Gary Guglielmino
garyg@astound.net

Web Master: Terry Cullen 
terry.cullen@comcast.net
Scholarships: Monika Hurt 

truhurt@gmail.com
Community Outreach: 

Bette Sindzinski 
 bettesindzinski@hotmail.com

Dear CAG Members

Welcome to Summer Session. This year we will get 
a break from the heat and noise of the swamp cooler 
because a new cooling system is being installed in 
the studio.  No more literal sweating for our art!   

Thank you to Pat Alger, the Sale Chair, and every-
one who participated in the Spring Sale.  We had a 

studio full of great art but the customer foot traffic could have been 
better. Two members, Jackie Gerry and Carol Wallis, are heading 
a committee to focus on publicity.  They are starting now to be ready 
for the next sale in late August. Everyone is welcome to help in the 
planning and those who participate in the sale will get some tips on 
how to get the word out about this great event.

I want to thank Monica Hurt for taking on the volunteer job of plan-
ning and hosting the quarterly CAG Educational/Social Event.  I hope 
you all attended the brush making workshop on June 4th, held after 
Open Studio. Read Ann Henderson’s follow-up article, “Clay Arts 
Guild Social,” on page 7.

We are looking for CAG members who have social media and website 
skills to help CAG improve our Facebook site and perhaps expand 
into Instagram. If you are interested let me know.  

        Have a great Summer!

Parking stickers are available to all 
students in clay classes and can be 
picked up at the Community Center 
across the park. The parking lot is 
checked often, and you will be issued 
an expensive ticket if you park over three hours 
without a posted sticker. 
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Mon  4 - 7 pm
Tue  4 - 7 pm
Wed  12 - 4 pm
Thur  No Open Studio
Fri  12 - 7 pm
Sat  12 - 7 pm 
Sun  1 - 7 pm

CAG OPEN 
STUDIO HOURS
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CAG Profile – Kristin Landowski 
New Clay Arts Instructor

By Kit Niemeyer

Continued on page 4

Kristin earned a dual bach-
elor ’s degree from Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, Ste-
vens Point, in ceramics 
and sculpture with an art 
history minor. Recently, she 
finished a dual degree MFA 

from California College of the Arts in ceramics/inter-
disciplinary/installation and a Master of Arts in visual 
and critical studies.  Kristin and her husband moved 
from Wisconsin to California three years ago.They 
currently live in Oakland with their 17-year-old cat.

Kristin joined our studio this spring, teaching Thurs-
day nights.  In late July/early August, she’ll hold a 
two-day intensive, “Throwing Big Pots in Parts.“

How did you get interested in ceramics? The 
first time I touched clay was at the age of seven at 
a local art fair. I never forgot how the clay felt in my 
hands.  As the years went by, I thought, “How can 
I get this into my life?”

After doing ceramics in high school, I started col-
lege with the intent of pursuing a dual degree in 
graphic design and computer information systems.  
During orientation, the art department chair said to 
the group, “Maybe you’ll end up in something else 
entirely (other than your declared major) — like 
ceramics.”  At that moment, I changed my major 
to ceramics. I wanted to do something I deeply 
enjoyed every moment.

What’s your favorite piece to make? When 
I throw, I love to make cups and bowls. I find it 
calming and meditative.  I like functional, utilitarian 
pottery that people will use. I like that they’re small 
and that people can hold them in their hands and 
pass them around the table in community over a 
meal. My sculptural work tends to be more figura-
tive, often life-size.

What work are you currently focused on? My 
work has been centered on representing breast 

cancer. My entry into this investigation began 
when I found out my mom’s long lost mother died 
of breast cancer, only to realize my mom would get 
breast cancer herself many years later. Watching 
my mom and others like her battle the disease was 
fuel for my life-long work.  I began to imagine how 
to represent cells and failed genes in clay.  There’s 
a debate about whether or not to remove ovaries 
preventatively, which made me think about eggs and 
tubes.  I started to envision disease growing in the 
body, namely the breast and reproductive organs. 

In my own studio, I creat-
ed an installation of tubu-
lar pieces, representing 
disease growth and dam-
aged cells spreading to 
reproductive organs. Slip 
casting requires careful 
monitoring of time. As I 
created this installation, it 
forced me to think about 
time and the passage 
of time in relation to a 
woman’s body — lunar 
cycles, biological clocks, and how cancer grows over 
time. I started by creating 150 pieces and eventually 
created 500 tubes to fill a room dedicated to this proj-
ect. They all looked different, some were diseased, 
some appeared “normal.”   As a result of creating this 
work, I can no longer eat eggs, which used to be a 
favorite food of mine — an occupational hazard of 
being an artist.

What other artists have influenced you? Lisa 
Clague and Arthur Gonzalez are influential in my 
figurative work. Warren Mackenzie is influential 
in my functional ware. He intentionally keeps his 
prices low because he thinks everyone should 
be able to afford art and be able to use it and live 
with it. This is something that never left my mind, 
and became a driving force in how I make and a 
philosophy I believe in full heartedly.
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Share Your 
Glazing

by Kate Chenok

If you’ve had a glaze result that you’d like 
to share, please email a photo of it along 
with what glaze(s) you used and how it 
was fired to Kate Chenok at wccagnews@
gmail.com for possible inclusion in a fu-
ture issue of the newsletter. 

Bridget Moar has been taking Kathleen Jen-
sen’s “Hardly Strictly Handbuilding” class 
this session, and made the beautiful folded 
mugs pictured here. She shows off the texture 
embossed in the mugs by glazing the entire 
pot in temoku. She then sponges the temoku 
off of the outside of the mug, leaving some 
behind, especially in the textured lines. Then, 
the entire mug is dipped in oribe and fired in 
the light reduction/oxidation kiln.

KRISTIN, continued from page 3
 
What’s your approach to teaching? I’ve been 
teaching since 2005 and began mentoring while 
in undergraduate school. That has continued to 
this day.  

My style is to challenge the student to think differ-
ently. Yes, tradition is important and useful, but some-
times it’s good to step back and reconsider how you 
plan to make. I encourage people to be on their own 
path and I try to help them by asking questions about 
the ideas they want to realize.  I urge them to sit and 
think about things another way and let it marinate in 
the back of their minds for a while.As I teach, I am 
constantly reflecting on my experiences as a maker.  
I share these beginning experiences through story-
telling, illustrating my issues of addressing tradition 
and decisions through a contemporary lens.  I like to 
challenge those rigid standards of tradition, creating 
new pathways of making and disrupting the norm. 

Where else do you teach? Richmond Art Center, 
and I’ll be teaching pre-college ceramics at Califor-
nia College of the Arts in Oakland.

When I’m not doing ceramics… I like to travel 
as much as I can. My husband and I travel with 
our 17-year-old munchkin cat, the wiener dog of 
cats.  We have the perfect carrier for both under 
an airline seat or on my back for bike rides.  She’s 
very adventuresome — goes on walks and is very 
playful.  She gets more exuberant as she ages.  
She reminds me of Benjamin Button.

My favorite sport or exercise is… I love yoga.  
I pull the mindfulness of yoga into my approach 
to ceramics.  When I teach, I like to emphasize 
mindfulness of body.  As we get older, it’s especially 
important to maintain good, healthy body posture.  
This is important practice for all ages and I regularly 
address how to sit at the wheel without pain.

My favorite place to visit is… Paris, though I’ve 
only been once.  I often revisit that trip in my mind 
and plan to return in the near future.

My favorite guilty pleasure is… A nice glass of 
red wine and chocolate cake.
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Library Notes 
By Librarian, Aletha Wiens

Islamic Art 
Edited by Pratapaditya Pal, LACMA, 1973

This frustrating book has some amazing pictures in it, so if you need 
a visual jolt, pay attention to the pictures.  The book does not illus-
trate all the items described in the introductions to the chapters on 
Ceramics, the Book, Metalwork, Other Arts, or Textiles, so reading a 
chapter introduction and then not finding the item described is painful. 
The book expects you to understand that the Arabs who spread Islam 
over all the territory they conquered, starting in the 7th century, had little 
art of their own, so they absorbed the cultures and art of the peoples 
they conquered. “And, as zealous and fanatical as they were, the 
Arabs could not suppress traditions as deeply rooted as those of Per-

sia (modern Iran) 
and Mesopotamia 
(modern Iraq). As 
a result, one of the 
curious dichotomies 
of Islamic culture 
has always been 
that while the reli-
gion was extremely 
austere, the courts 
were known for their 
ostentation and lav-
ishness.”

“The ubiquitous use of calligraphy is perhaps the most distinctive char-
acteristic of Islamic art… Despite the emphasis on calligraphy –and 
hence on geometric form – Islamic art did also develop a rich figura-
tive imagery. Again it was the Persians who took the lead, continuing 
to draw upon their ancient and well-established visual repertory…. 
Already by the eighth century some Islamic princes were adorning the 
walls of their private chambers and even of public baths with murals 
strongly figurative in style…. [An object’s] ornamentation includes 
certain basic elements, among them inscriptions, the arabesque, 
and complex geometrical or floral designs….Rarely has the human 
mind revealed such power of inventiveness and imagination as the 
Muslim artists did in exploiting the [inscription and the arabesque.]…
The origins of the geometric designs and arabesques may be traced 
back to older traditions. But as the principal elements of the Islamic 
repertory, and combined with that purely Islamic innovation –the use 
of script—they acquired a new life of immense vitality.”

Spring Family 
Art Day

By Clare Macy

On May 6, while CAG artists were 
selling their creations at the stu-
dio, two miles away, at the Shad-
elands  Art Center, volunteers 
were introducing or reacquainting 
new artists to the world of clay. 

Spring Family Art Day was a 
free event geared towards the 
young to explore the various 
class and workshop offerings 
available through the Center for 
Community Arts.  New instructor, 
Christopher Fortin, along with 
CAG volunteers Beryl Snyder, 
Forrest Lowe and Clare Macy 
devoted four hours each show-
ing kids and their parents how to 
make pinch pots and other tech-
niques in pottery.  Over a hundred 
people stopped by the pottery 
tables to get their hands dirty and 
create little masterpieces.  

If you would like to get involved 
in activities outside the studio at 
events exposing people in the com-
munity to clay arts, please contact 
Bette Sindzinski (bettesindzinski@
hotmail.com). She will contact you 
when future events occur to see if 
you are available.
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Pat Alger graciously offered to 
chair the spring sale this year. 
Her team included: hospitality 
provided by Kathy Minard, 
Linda Shubin and Karen 
Horn; inventory and sales 
handled by Terry Cullen; 
Ann Henderson, who print-
ed the price tags; Florence 
McAuley and Clarice Judah 
who designed the layout and 
coordinated the set-up of the 
studio for the sale; Pablo Haz, who designed and 
printed beautiful new signs for the sale, and a cast of 
others who chipped in to help out. Everyone, led by 
Pat, did a terrific job of planning and coordinating a 
complex event. Kate Chenok, Robin Miller, Beryl 
Snyder, Etienne Melcher and Donna Cowan did 
wheel throwing and handbuilding demos, and at-
tracted a lot of attention. Thanks to Kathy Nichol-
son for analyzing the sales results.

Mary Leigh Miller designed an e-postcard, copies 
of which were provided to all CAG members who 
participated in the sale. The city printed some post-
cards for Family Art Day, and included the CAG sale 
information on the flip side of that card. That said, 
we will be looking at ways to more extensively pro-
mote and market our future sales, since attendance 
was less than expected. Please contact Jackie 
Gerry (gerryteam.jackie@gmail.com) if you would 
like to participate in the newly formed advertising 
committee, which will be meeting in early June.

CAG Spring Sale Wrap-Up
By Kate Chenok and Pat Alger

Forty four (44) CAG members 
and teachers participated 
in the sale. Pieces from our 
teachers and studio manage-
ment represented a wide 
range of styles and functions, 
including pit and raku-fired 
pieces by Leslie Jensen, 
beautifully detailed pieces 
by Jim Newton, very large, 
lidded pieces by Gregory 
Byard, garden vessels from 

Ellen Sachtschale, great functional work by Ann 
Henderson, and amazing raku and salt fired garden 
art from Rana Nassar. CAG student members sold 
salt fired, raku, and glazed pieces. 

Artist sales ranged from $25 to $453, as shown 
in the chart below. Total sales for the event were 
$5,695, which netted $1,424 for the CAG. Turn to 
the next page to view list of categories sold.
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Never Too Far from Our 
love of Ceramics

By Bette Sindzinski
I was recently on a trip to Scotland, 
North Ireland, and Ireland.  Of course, 
with three weeks traveling around, I 
was drawn to ceramics wherever I 
was.  In Edinburgh, Scotland, I wan-
dered into a ceramic artist’s store 
as I was walking the city streets 
(pictured at right). This studio looked 
like a small space about 10’ square. 
As I was chatting with the potter, he 
excused himself to climb down a lad-
der into the cellar, where he had four 
wheels set up to teach students! 
At that time there were three students in his teaching space, and he 
took time to demo a basic centering technique and then climbed back 
up the ladder to continue talking to me. On the second floor, up an-
other ladder, was a storage area for the work of the two potters, Paul 
Tebble and Junko Shibe, who share the studio. They established the 
Meadows Pottery in 1988. Paul recently published a book, A Potter, 
a Painter, and a Poet.  He believes that each piece we make is a 
glorious combination of all three of these artistic aspects.  

Also in Edinburgh, I wandered into the National Museum and was 
fascinated with their ceramic section.  When I saw the pitchers from 
about 400 years ago, I was captured by the imaginative spouts and 
handles that were exhibited (photos at bottom). There were pitchers 
with monkeys as handles and spouts, and pitchers with a man emerg-
ing from the handle.  My conclusion is that we are really never far from 
our ceramic love.  No matter what city I was in, there were ceramic 
artists all around.    

Category
Of-

fered
Percent 

Sold
Animal 42 11 26.2%
Basket 4 1 25.0%

Bird Feeder/
House 2 0.0%
Bottle 17 0.0%
Bowl 264 58 22.0%
Box 7 2 28.6%

Butter Dish 5 1 20.0%
Candle Holder 11 2 18.2%

Casserole 15 4 26.7%
Chip/Dip 3 1 33.3%

Dish 48 18 37.5%
Flower 9 1 11.1%

Household 27 12 44.4%
Lantern 3 1 33.3%

Lidded Jar 47 4 8.5%
Miscellaneous 70 20 28.6%

Mug/Cup 107 18 16.8%
Pitcher 19 4 21.1%
Pitfire 9 0.0%
Planter 50 24 48.0%
Plate 52 11 21.2%

Platter 24 4 16.7%
Pod 17 4 23.5%

Pumpkin 3 0.0%
Raku 18 2 11.1%
Salt 3 0.0%

Sculpture 4 2 50.0%
Shell 3 0.0%

Soap Dish 8 1 12.5%
Succulent 6 1 16.7%
Tea Light 4 0.0%

Teapot 11 1 9.1%
Tray 7 0.0%
Vase 197 30 15.2%

Vessel 2 1 50.0%
Votive 1 0.0%

Wall Piece 11 5 45.5%
Total 1130 244 21.6%

The chart, below, shows sales 
by category of item, which is a 
helpful way to look at the types 
of items offered and those sold.

SPRING SALE RESULTS,
continued
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Visit to Lillstreet Art 
Center, Chicago
By Kate Chenok

I had a chance to visit the 
Lillstreet Art Center and 
Gary Jackson (http://fire-
whenreadypottery.com/) 
during a recent business trip 
I made to Chicago. 

I’d been following Gary’s 
soda fired, stamped, thrown 
pots on Instagram, and when 
I learned that I’d be going to 

Chicago, I reached out to see whether I could sit in 
on one of his evening classes at Lillstreet. He upped 
the ante by asking me to do a demo of a folded, 
embossed mug (thank you, Kathleen Jensen for 
teaching me this!)  My demo went well, and it was 
great to sit in on the class, which had 18 students 
and two teaching assistants. I also got a great tour 
of the facility (photo above: their salt kiln; below: 
the classroom area). 

What a gem! If you’re in Chicago, go check this out. 
They have over 700 ceramic arts students, and also 
studios for metal working, glass working, jewelry 
making, painting and other arts. It was founded 
in 1975, but relocated in 2003 to a former factory 
space in the Ravenswood area, north of Lincoln 
Park. They have space for working artists on the 
upper floors, and the main floor is dedicated to a 
large gallery and café, plus generous classroom 
space. They also do an outreach program with the 
public schools and underserved communities.

Clay Arts Guild Social
By Ann Henderson

Eye of newt and toe of frog — well, not quite, but 
we did have back of deer, tail of buck and flattened 
tail of squirrel at the CAG brush-making social last 
Sunday. About thirty members shared pizza, wine 
and beer and then got down to business making 
paint/glaze brushes. 

Monica Hurt is in charge of 
planning the guild’s socials, 
and she looked for someone 
experienced in brush making to 
teach the process. Unsuccessful 
in her quest, she decided to 
take on the role herself; she 
researched the process, prepared 
all the equipment we needed for 
the event and managed to focus the lively group 
long enough to teach the process to everyone there. 

We learned to 
wrap the long 
hairs of the buck 
tail to create a 
thin l iner-type 
brush, or secure 
a tuft  of deer 
b a c k ,  w h i c h 
would hold more 

paint. These efforts took cooperation, and most 
people worked in pairs, passing the glue around 
to secure the ends of the hairs and learning the 
loop and pull method to secure the brushes before 
stuffing it into the bamboo sticks that Monica had 
pre-drilled for us.

Comments heard 
a s  e v e r y o n e 
helped clean up 
and head home 
after the creative 
processes were 
complete: “That 
was so-o-o much 
fun!” “ I love the brush I made.” Holding a brush 
in the air. “Looks like a snake’s forked tongue. I 
wonder what kind of glaze job it will produce.” 
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HOT TIP!

Submit a Hot Tip for the 
newsletter and earn a free 
bag of clay. Send your tip 
to Ann Henderson at ann-
adele@comcast.net. If you 
received the tip from some-
thing you read or another 
person, it is nice to give 
credit for the source. 

The other day, when I was us-
ing the chattering tool on my 
ceramics ware, several people 
stopped by to ask my advice 
about chattering tools. Chatter-
ing involves using a metal tool to 
texture the surface of ceramics 
ware.  The vibration of the chat-
tering tool creates patterns on 
the semi-leatherhard surfaces.  
It looks especially attractive 
when one applies chattering to 
a clay surface that has had slip 
applied to it.

Several years ago, when I was 
taking Jim Newton’s class, he 
introduced us to the chattering 
technique.  At the same time, I also found a good series of videos 
from Mr. Shin Chun Lin, who teaches pottery throwing, trimming, 
glazing on YouTube, and also demonstrates how to use and make 
good chattering tools.  

I tried chattering on several of my pieces after Jim’s chattering dem-
onstration, and have found it to be a very interesting way to apply 
surface decoration. I have tried several different types of chattering 
tools. I found I prefer the chattering tool made of thinner, flexible, flat 
metal.  

There are several places to buy chatter-
ing tools. Here are some web sites which 
you may find interesting.  One is from the 
Japanese Pottery Tools website.  The 
other website is Shin Chun Lin’s line of 
tools, available through Etsy.  Please 
see the weblinks below.

https://www.etsy.com/shop/hsinchuen
http://www.japanpotterytools.com/prod-
uct_list.php?type=decorating 
h t t p s : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=Glk9aR7XY3U Making tools 
video.

CHATTERING TOOLS
By Betty Wang

When you are glazing an item 
with open sides, and want the 
inside to be protected from the 
glaze you are using on the out-
side, use a balloon to mask the 
inside from glaze!  

Carol Wallis demonstrates this 
technique on a hand built lantern. 
First, she glazed the inside of the 
lantern. Then, she blew up the 
balloon on the inside. Next, she 
glazed the outside. Finally, she 
popped the balloon!

  from
Kathleen  Jensen
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Hailing from Penland, North 
Carolina, Nick Joerling 
charmed the fifty plus pottery 
students, instructors and 
collectors in the audience 
with his casual, affable 
banter about what he was 
doing and how his initial 
interest in pottery evolved 
into a passion for form. He 
described himself as, “a 

wheel thrower in a hand builder’s body.” He begins 
most of his forms on the wheel, but folds, turns, 
stretches, pulls, twists and marks his pieces such 
that one would not recognize the resulting object as 
a wheel-thrown vessel.  

Because he begins many of his forms as a simple 
thrown slab with a low wall, one could not help but 
wonder where this was going. He started with what 
he said was going to be a cup by making a bottomless 
wall that he rolled the top inch or so outward and 
down, connecting it back into the wall with his wire 
rib. Later he turned it upside down, marked it with his 
wire rib and added a slab base and handle, a lot of 
time and work for a cup. Someone in the audience 
asked him about all the work he was putting into the 
cup, and in his self-effacing manner explained that 
he was probably, “…the world’s slowest potter.” And 
with a straight face, he said he spent a lot of time 
examining cups to figure out ways that would be 
harder for him to make. His very sober expression 
would light up after saying something like that, and 
he warmed the audience throughout the day with 
similar humorous quips.

Someone asked him how he inspired himself to 
work when he ran out of ideas. Nick explained that 
the poet William Stafford got it right when he noted, 
“When the well runs dry, I lower my standards.” He 
also described a bit about his humble upbringing by a 
very creative mother. He said that she was somewhat 
interested in interior decorating and noted that the 
in color for furniture one year was black. They had 
a green couch that didn’t quite fit the new trend, 
so she painted it black. Nick remarked, “It wasn’t 

as comfortable 
anymore, a bit 
stiff, a little like 
ba rbed  w i re . ” 
H e  d e s c r i b e d 
his workday in 
Penland as akin 
to speed dating. 
There is so much 
to do and so little 
time to do it; there 
is never enough 
time to cover it all. 

Lana Wilson, a 
former Master 
Potter Workshop 
presenter in our studio, came from Del Mar, California 
to see Nick’s workshop. Apparently, Nick and Lana 
worked together sometime in the past, and there was 
an occasional friendly back-and-forth banter between 
the two of them throughout the workshop, which was 
entertaining for the rest of us who were there. 

Nick spent the last part of his time during the 
workshop talking about how he glazes his pots. 
Most of the ones he brought with him were first 
glazed with an orange Shino that he put on very 
thinly. He then waxed loose designs into the Shino, 
always using one dot about half an inch in diameter, 
which is his trademark, and then covering with 
another glaze. He brought about thirty pieces with 

him that were all 
quickly purchased 
before the workshop 
started. You can see 
the two beautiful 
pieces the Clay Arts 
Guild purchased in 
the studio display 
case. 

Nick Joerling Master Potter Workshop
By Ann Henderson
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Message from the YardImportant Dates

Gregory

AC/ Cooling in the studio: Project will begin 5/30 
and will be finished by 6/16, just before the summer 
quarter begins. Thus, this summer quarter will be 
much cooler than any previous in the studio.

SUGGESTIONS BOX:
Oxide lids: They have been checked and the cracked have been 
replaced
Reminder: You can use plaster bats in the damp room; but, not plaster 
hump and/or drape molds; ask your teacher or me for verification.
Glazing on the canvas tables: First and foremost, we should always 
attempt to glaze in the glaze room. With that said, some folks use 
underglazes, slips/engobes, and low/mid fire glazes when decorating 
in the common space of the studio. If you do this, you must put news-
paper and/or cloth down between the table (especially the canvas) 
and the glazed project. If the glazes/stains get in the canvas fibers, 
it could stain them and contaminate any clay and hands that touch 
the compromised spot.

Friendly Reminder: Always keep the studio cleaner than you found 
it, PLEASE no outside studio projects (work must be made in the 
studio), you must be enrolled in the present quarter to have work 
fired, no outside clay, and keep making beautiful work!
      Best, 

• Spring quarter ends 
06/10/17

• Spring studio clean-up 
6/11/17  10 am-noon

• Summer registration 
begins 05/15/17

• Summer classes begin 
6/ 18 
• No class/open studio: 
5/29

• Regular Summer classes 
end 8/12

• Summer Intensives 8/14-
8/23

• Summer Studio Clean-
up 8/13 10 am-noon

Planning a New Tradition
By Linda Johnson

Manager, Center for Community Arts

This April, staff from Center from Community Arts met with CAG board 
members to look ahead and plan our work for the 17-18 fiscal year. CAG 
members give so much to make the studio the special place that it is. 

What struck me most was everyone’s desire to make the clay studio an even better place to 
learn through collaboration and shared understanding.
 
Community Arts staff shared key points from our new strategic plan, which focuses on quality 
teaching and learning, diversifying the students we serve, building teamwork at Community Arts, 
and expanding resources. From there, we discussed shared goals. Some key areas of collabora-
tion to explore in 17-18 are studio equipment, art sales, educational programs like master potter 
workshops, community outreach, and marketing.
 
I look forward to continuing to make our clay program better with partnership from the Guild, 
and to meet with Guild members each year to continue to build the Guild/Community Arts team! 
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•

What’s Happening in the Clay World
Galleries & Exhibitions Festivals
TRAX Ceramics Gallery    
1812 5th St. Berkeley,  
June 15th-June 19th. Curated 
selection of Trax Gallery artists.

Richmond Art Center
2540 Barrett Avenue, Richmond, 
Members’ Show, June 13-Au-
gust 19th. Reception: Saturday 
June, 10,  5-7pm.

Schaller Gallery Online
John Glick:  All Heart. The exhi-
bition will be posted online Tues-
day, June 20th 2017. A Memo-
rial Catalogue will be available.  
Artists currently showing include 
Tara Wilson, Ursula Hargens, 
and Ryan Greenheck.

Palo Alto Clay & Glass Festival 
1313 Newell Rd, Palo Alto 
July 8th-9th, 10am-5pm.  
Some Bay Area artists include  
Chanda Beck, Sarah Gregory, 
Kimi Masui, Gail Splayer, Cuong 
Ta, Ann Testa, and Itsuko Zenitani.

Sierra Nevada College Summer 
Art Workshops, 
Incline Village, Lake Tahoe.
•Matt Katz: Glaze Calculation 
June 12th-16th;  
•Martha Grover: Undulation Func-
tional Porcelain June 19th-23rd;   
•Randy Brodnax and Don Ellis: Fast 

Fire “Pottree” June 26th-30th;  
•Kevin Snipes: Urban Ceramics 
July 10th-14th;   
•Eric Stearns: Pierced Precision 
July 17th-21st;   
•Michael Lucero: Sculptural Clay 
July 24th-28th.  
Information regarding registra-
tion on the Sierra Nevada Col-
lege website.

   

Workshops 


